
Where does Hip Hop
originate from? 

What is the job of the clef? 

These usually show higher notes.
What is the note called? 

Old School Hip Hop
Motown

Rock
Jazz & Improvisation
Pop Ballads

Listening
& Appraising

What Genre have you liked the best? Why?
Reflect: 

REFLECT & REWIND 

Vocabulary from this year:

MUSIC-MUSIC-MUSIC- Y5/6  Cycle A- Summer 2 

What can you remember?

Genres covered this year:

Reflect: 

Can you name an artist
who were popular with
their Motown music?  

What is pop music?
Can you name a singer who

sang Fresh Prince of Bel

Air?

What does unison mean? 
What dimensions of music are

included in composition? 

Who can create composition?

Have a think- What do you like doing best? 

Singing Playing
Improvising Composing

melody

hook

bass line

syncopation

backbeat

unison

riff

hook
backbeat

bridge

chorus

amplifier

Don't forget the Dimensions of Music!

solo

Appraising

Bossa Nova

interlude

interlude



The building blocks of music. Listen & appraise, compose and improvise using these! 

The texture of the song includes...

MUSIC- THE INTER-RELATED DIMENSIONS OF MUSICMUSIC- THE INTER-RELATED DIMENSIONS OF MUSICMUSIC- THE INTER-RELATED DIMENSIONS OF MUSIC    

Pitch 
High & low sounds

Rhythm 
Long & short sounds or

patterns that happen over
the pulse.

Dynamics 
How loud or quiet 

the music is 
 

Tempo 
The speed of the music.

Fast or slow, or in between. 

Structure 
The way a song is set up.

e.g. an introduction, verse  

Pulse 
The regular heartbeat of

the music. 
Notes =same length.

 Like a ticking clock or a
heartbeat. 

Texture 
Layers of sound.

 (They work together to
make music interesting to

listen to). 

Notation 
A way of writing down

music so anyone can play it. 

Timbre 
Pronounced 'Tam-

ber'
It's the quality of a

musical note.
It's what makes a

musical note sound
different to another. 

The tempo of the song was... The dynamics were ...

loud quiet
moderate

(not too loud or too quiet.)

The timbre of the music was ...

bright
slow

dark
sharpfast

moderate

(in between) thick

(lots of layers)
thin 

(only a few layers)

open 
(music has large gap in

high and low notes)

closed (all the instruments play
notes close together)


